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Addendum to Folopa Phonology 

November 1995 (edited June 2010) 

 

Morphophonemics 

 

In the discussion of the sound system corresponding with meaning, there are four existential verbs in 

the Folopa language that somewhat exemplify the phenomenon. In context each verb below can be 

translated either with their literal meaning or as the word ‘be’ or ‘is’. They are glossed below with the 

literal meaning.  

 daa-lapó  bet-erapó  mu-lapó  e-rapó 

 stand   sit   lie down  be 

1. /daa-lapó/ means to stand.  It is the most prominent psychologically.  It has the most force and 

strength.  It is used for people as well as inanimate objects.  When referring to a person's work as in 

'work stands' it implies a very present and temporary condition as the work will proceed and the place 

where a person will be in the future will be somewhere else.  Where a person's work stands is seen as 

only at the time of inquiry.  It is used in verb phrases where serious, intense action is taking place. It is 

used in the affix /-uraalu/ which implies the extreme present, =simultaneous.  It is made up of parts 

that repeat the /daa/ root. /–raa/ is the affixed form of /daa/.  

2. /bet-erapó/ means to sit.  It has much less force than 'stand'.  It is used for people.  It also means 

being alive, animate, and present.  It is like the medium position, not intense.  It is possibly related to 

the word /béte/ 'root' 'source' 'foundation'.  It could imply life itself. It also is related to the word /be/ 

‘place’, ‘house’.  It contrasts to /daa-/ in that it not a dental stop but a bilabial stop. Dental sounds 

represent action.  Bilabial initial verbs tend to be less active. /bet-/ is very commonly used in serial 

verbs to indicate an aspect, or a quality of action. 

3. /mu-lapó/ means 'to lie' (the position).  It is used for inanimate objects.  People are not referred to as 

'lying down' unless they are dead or extremely ill.  The transitive form of 'lie' is mul-alapó 'to put'.  It 
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has no force or prominence.  It begins with the bilabial nasal, one step below the more forceful /b/. 

 

4. erapó- means merely 'to be'.  It is intransitive, the action having been completed and a state arrived 

at.  It belongs to the verbal primitive spectrum which begins with d- and goes to -r  then to -l  on to -y 

and then to a zero realization.  This is described in the Morphophonemic section of Folopa Phonology. 

 /tué teke-tapó/  ‘think’ 

  thought cut-do/ 

 

 /tué mu-lapó/  ‘aware’ 

 thought-lie-do 

 

 /tu    rap /  ‘know’ 

 thought-is-do 


